
Comments on Joshua’s rough cuts 

 

Elizabeth’s comments 

Timecode Comment 

Opening Take out "hi" and try centering yourself. Might work better since you're being a little humorous. 

0:21 Could have "SEARCH" text appear at bottom 

0:25 audio is a bit low here, so lower music a bit and/or raise your volume 

0:44 Framing is a little weird here, try centering (not a huge deal if you can't) 

0:51 Awesome. 

1:02 Cut to next scene a little earlier 

1:10 Reshoot 

1:40-2:08 Numbers appearing would help 

2:28 Maybe try at computer lab? 

2:43 Energy level is a little low in your voiceover compared to rest of the video 

End Try the "ah-ha!" at the hotel with you finding the gloves in your closet? 
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Ceri’s comments 

Timecode Comment 

start I really really like your intro, it's very tight and well-spoken! (the music is a little loud?) 

0:53 cut a little closer to where you start speaking 

1:03 
you can really feel the energy drop - maybe if you refilm, just do it in front of a wall or 
blackboard? so you can animate on that 

1:12-1:29 
or, because this scene is really long, you could cut away completely to a purely animated 
scene? more possibilities to play around with 

1:39 cut a little closer to where you start speaking 

1:54 you can change the framing on this (maybe go to a close up?) because you change topics 

2:07 this ending pause felt like a second too long to me? play around with it 

2:43 

maybe remove this opening pan across the TV? and jump straight to placing the TV remote by 
the TV (you can edit the audio to be a bit tighter and slow down the remote clip itself if you 
don't have enough footage?) 
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Nathan’s comments 

Timecode Comment 

0:00 - 0:22 Intro is really good with use of images and glove throw 

0:39 - 0:40 Cut seemed a little long to me 

0:50 good use of digital zoom out 

1:02 - 1:35 
I know you're planning on reshooting this but here's a couple of things I think you should 
improve on between shoots 

1:02 - 1:35 Sound: you come off a little soft here 

1:02 - 1:35 
I think the angle in this shot is a little off with regards to the table and how I imagine the 
animations showing up 

1:02 - 1:35 
I think what was said earlier about the setting holds true: I find the background a bit 
distracting 

1:40 - 2:06 
I feel like the second time example would work better if it were a much larger number, like 1 
million (or even the 45 billion google works with) 

1:40 - 2:06 I think the animation will help out with visuals  

2:07 - 2:27 Really good  

2:27- 2:42 
I know it was mentioned in class that you could consider not being in front of the Microsoft 
logo, but I thought it was fine as is 

2:42- 2:54 This part might be able to be sped up just a little bit but overall I like it 
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David’s comments 

Timecode Comment 

0:02 Can't quite hear the "Hi". Is it necessary? Maybe can cut it out 

0:08 Glove throwing portion is good 

0:39 The shifting of the hand whilst grasping the paper shows your point 

0:43 Maybe centre the shot? 

1:04 The audio sounds tired and has a different level of energy from the rest of the video 

1:04 Can consider doing B-Roll/ Black Screen with animation OR up the audio. 

1:55 Agreed, putting words/ numbers at the side would really help me follow what you are saying. 

1:57 Maybe lower the background sound if possible? (can hear something) 

2:07 Possibly shave off abit in this transition? Unless you're pausing it for dramatic effect. 

2:46 Transition from side shot of TV to placing remote on TV seems abit abrupt 

2:51 I like the B-Roll for this part! 
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